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Abstract. Zirconia (ZrO2) and ceria (CeO2) based ceramics is widely applied in electrochemical
devices due to its high ionic conductivity coupled with high mechanical properties. Nowadays,
the task of the decrease in the working temperature of such devices is of current interest, there
are a lot of papers dealing with this problem. The present paper considers the conductivity vs
composition dependencies for such ceramics, it is shown that triple systems are very perspective compositions, especially with hafnium oxide additions. The effect of ceramics microstructure
on the conductivity is discussed, in particular the dependence of the grain size on the electrochemical properties, a special attention is paid to nanosized ceramics. Experimental results
obtained in this field are compared with those computed using BLM model for microsized case
and n-GCM model for nanosized one. The data on the grain size effect on the ceramics mechanical properties are summarized, it is shown that the decrease in the grain size usually results in
the ceramics hardening.

1. INTRODUCTION
Zirconia and ceria based solid solutions are widely
applied in industry as solid electrolytes for fuel cells
[1-3] and electrochemical sensors [4] due to the
high ionic conductivity of these materials. At the
same time, it is possible to use them in the exploitation regimes under the conditions that eliminate
electronic conductivity harmful for fuel cells and electrochemical sensors application. The conventional
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C, however, most of solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) advantages - the use of non-hydrogen fuels
and non-platinum catalysts can be achieved at lower
temperatures of 600-800 o
C. However, the membrane

conductivity in this temperature range is insufficient
for the effective SOFC work and it is necessary to
increase the working temperature up to 1000-1200
o
C to achieve reasonable membrane conductivity
values. Since the work at such a high temperatures
requires complex technical decisions and needs the
application of refractory materials, the task of the
SOFC working temperature decrease is very actual,
because it will result in significant simplification in
the devise construction and increase in their cost
efficiency.
One of the possible decisions of this problem is
to increase the conductivity of zirconia- and ceriabased materials by their doping as well as by the
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grain size decrease down to nanoscale region [5].
In order to formulate the approach for this task, the
clear understanding of the conducting mechanism
structure and the peculiarities of the application of
the conventional zirconia and ceria materials is necessary. This paper reviews three major factors determining the oxide ceramics conductivity:
(1) The composition of zirconia- and ceria-based
solid solutions and the dopant content in them;
(2) The structure of the polycrystalline electrolyte;
(3) The particle size of the initial precursor powders
and the grain size in the electrolytes (final ceramics).
In addition, some general information on the solid
electrolytes conductivity will be considered. It should
be noted that this review deals with bulk ceramics;
data on thin films which are also widely used in a
wide range of electrochemical devices can be found
elsewhere, see, e.g. [6].

2. SOLID ELECTROLYTES
CONUCTIVITY
Perfect ion crystals based on oxide systems do
not possess electroconductivity. Ion transitions (ionic
conductivity) in solid crystalline electrolytes are
possible due to the existence of the crystal lattice
defects. These defects could be subdivided into three
groups:
(1) Point defects, i.e. defects in the crystal structure with the size comparable to interatomoc distance;
2) Linear defects (dislocations) which are typically
characterized by a shift of the periodic structure in
some direction;
(3) Planar defects including stacking faults as well
as inner and outer surfaces.
Point defects provide the transport properties of
solid electrolytes, i.e. their ionic conductivity. AcTc
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dering mechanism), disordering appears due to the
fact that a number of atoms is transferred into the
interstices with the simultaneous formation of the
same number of vacancies. This mechanism, in
particular, can be realized due some thermal fluctuations. Another mechanism (Schottky disordering) assumes the formation of the equal number of
anion and cation vacancies. At that, the corresponding ions move to the crystal surface.
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ides considered in this review [7]. Electricity transfer in a solid electrolyte with oxygen vacancies is
due to the defects which formation can be described
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(1)

Note that the complete ionization is assumed here,
i.e. electrons are absent on the outer electron shell
of the atom. According to thermodynamics, the reaction constant here is

K1

[Vo][Oi ],

(1a)
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[O i ] - is the oxygen content in the intercites.
Depending on the oxygen partial pressure, zirconia and ceria could be both oxygen depleted or
oxygen enriched oxides, the equation for oxygen
balance here can be written as:
O 0  1/ 2 O 2 + Vo+ 2 e ,
-

K2

2

1/ 2

[Vo]n pO ,

(2)
(2a)

2

where n is the electron concentration and pO2 is the
oxygen partial pressure. To perform the complete
mathematical description, the equation for the holes/
electrons balance should be added:

O  e +h

(3)

with the equilibrium constant

K3

np.

(3a)

where p is the hole concentration.
The total current density is

I

(4)

E,

where is the conductivity and E is the intensity of
the electric field in which these particles are moving.
The current density due to charged particles
transfer will be equal to:
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When both electronic and ionic conductivity are
present, the total electroconductivity is given by their
sum. For the single ion type, it can be written as:
ion
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conductivities and tion and tel are ion and electron
transport numbers. It is known that
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Basing on the above equations, three types of
the dependencies of the vacation concentration and
conductivity on the oxygen partial pressure can be
considered for zirconia and ceria. In case of stoichiometry
[Vo]

1/ 2

K1 .

[O i ]

The vacancy content here is independent from the
partial oxygen pressure.
The input of n-type electronic conductivity, i.e.
the conductivity caused by electron transfer, is rather
high at low values of the oxygen partial pressure.

If [Vo]
n

1/ 2n
1/ 3

[Oi ], then
1/ 6

(2K 2 )

pO ,
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As a result
1/ 6

pO .
2

p-type conductivity, i.e. hole conductivity, usually
manifests itself at high oxygen partial pressures.

If [Oi ]

1/ 2 p
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Y2 O 3 + 2 ZrZr + O O  2 YZr + Vo+ 2 ZrO 2 .
X

[YZr ],

(13)

(14)

(10)

Thus, the amount of oxygen vacations is determined by the dopant content. The exact form of the
electrical neutrality equation is:

(11)

p

(12)

The temperature dependence of the electrolyte conductivity can be expressed by Arrhenius equation.

2

2[Vo]

As a result

p

X

Consideration of this equilibrium, Eq. (13), should
be performed taking into account the electrical neutrality condition. For moderate oxygen partial pressures, it can be with a sufficient precision written
as:

2[Vo]

[Vo], then

1/ 2 O2  Oi+ 2 h ,

ductivity, this is possibly due to the presence of a
large number of octahedral voids. Pure ceria possess fluorite-like structure at a room temperature,
however, it does not have enough amount of vacancies to provide high ionic conductivity.
The addition of some oxide with a lower cation
charge as a dopant gives rise to the significant increase of the oxygen vacancies content. Yttrium
oxide (Y2O3) is a widely used dopant to zirconia,
yttrium stabilized zirconia (a range of ZrO2-Y2O3
system compositions) is usually named as YSZ.
Such additions give an opportunity to stabilize favorable for ionic conductivity fluorite-like cubic modification of zirconium oxide. Let us consider the thermodynamics of the ionic conductivity formation using the following case. The process of the vacancy
formation can be described by the equation below.

1/ 6

pO ,

0

exp

n
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kT

[YZr ] + 2[Oi ].

,

(15)

(16)

2

Accounting for Eq. (6) and with regard to the fact
that electronic conductivity prevails at the high oxygen partial pressures, one can conclude that
1/ 6

pO .
2

The content of defects in pure zirconia is very low,
usually this value is about a few tenths of a percent.
It should be also noted that pure zirconia possess
monoclinic (baddeleyite) structure at normal conditions [8]. The transition to tetragonal structure takes
place at temperatures ~ 1100 o
C and the fluoritelike cubic structure forms at 2371 o
C with the melting temperature of 2715 o
C. Fluorite-like structures
are face-centered cubic lattices in which all tetrahedral sites are occupied by the ions; such structures are characterized by high values of ionic con-

where 0 is the preexponential factor, EA is conductivity activation energy, T is the absolute temperature, and is the Boltzmann constant.
Dopants existence provide to possibility for the
significant change in the defect content. Doping ions
often form a wide range of solid solutions with the
basic component, this means that the doping ions
are completely integrated in the crystal lattice of
the basic component. However, the heterogeneous
structure formation due to incomplete dopant solution or the case of the complete dopant insolubility
can be also considered, this consideration will be
given below. Generally, the existence of solid solutions with dopants having the ion charge both higher
and lower than that of the basic component ion is
possible. But the conventional practice for zirconia
and ceria based materials is the use of the oxides
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with the metal valence lower than that of zirconium
and cerium. Hence, doubly (Ca and Mg) and triply
(Y,Sc,Yb, Sm, Gd, etc.) charged metals are applied,
this review will consider these dopants application.
Electronic conductivity, as a rule, is undesirable
in most of solid electrolyte applications, the exception is solid electrolytes for fuel cells, the mixed
electronic-ionic conductivity is an advantage for them
[9]. Note that n-type conductivity is typical for the
stabilized zirconia at the oxygen partial pressures
lower than 10-30 atm.
Summarizing the above consideration, we cab
state that ionic conductivity prevails in zirconia and
ceria based electrolytes in a wide range of oxygen
partial pressures. However, the determination of the
conductivity type is necessary for each certain composition, the study of the electrolyte conductivity vs
oxygen partial pressure dependence should be carried out for such determination. Doping by different
oxides could provide high ionic conductivity. Conventionally used doped electrolytes possess optimal conductivities at rather high temperature, for
this reason, the attempt of the alternative dopants
application providing the decrease of the working
temperature and the increase of the oxygen partial
pressure range is a point of essential interest.

3. THE EFFECT OF SYNTHERING
APPROACHES AND THE
PRECURSOR POWDERS POST
TREATMENT PROCEDURES ON
THE OXIDE SOLID
ELECTROLYTES PROPERTIES
The process of ceramic (including nanoceramic)
electrolytes manufacturing is well developed, it includes the following steps.
1) Precursor powders synthesis;
2) Post treatment of the precursor powders (including thermal and mechanical treatment) in order to
obtain required particle properties and structure;
3) Precursor powders compactification into the final
unit;
4) Thermal treatment of the final units manufactured
from solid metal oxide electrolytes (if necessary).
Precursor powders synthesis approaches may
affect on such properties of solid electrolytes as
grain size, density, uniformity of dopant distribution
in a solid solution, etc. At present, a lot of physical
and chemical methods are used for this task, solid
phase ceramic synthesis and different modifications
of sol-gel synthesis are widely used here. Let us
consider these two approaches in more detail.
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Solid phase synthesis was conventionally used
for solid electrolyte manufacturing; the idea of this
approach is the calcination of the oxide powders
mixture, sometimes pretreatment of the powders
(mechanical activation) is applied before the calcinations step. The main advantage of this method is
its simplicity; however, small particle size cannot
be obtained here. In addition, problems with the
uniform components distribution in the final material were reported [10]. Another disadvantage of the
method is a necessity of high temperature calcination in order to provide mutual diffusion of the components.
Sol-gel synthesis is widely used nowadays for
the task of solid electrolyte manufacturing. This
approach provides the uniform distribution of the solid
solution components due to their homogeneous distribution in the precursor powders.
The following versions of sol-gel synthesis are
usually used:
V
partial neutralization of the metal salt with the formation of a stable hydrosol that is the mixture of
high-dispersed hydroxides;
Vcomplete neutralization of the metal salt with following washing and precipitate peptization resulting in stable hydrosol formation;
Vmetal salt hydrolysis at high temperatures;
Vmetal organic compound hydrolysis.
The process can be generally described by the
following steps: initial components homogenization,
their conversion into a sol, then into a stable sol,
and final drying.
The most important versions of sol-gel approach
are alkoxide hydrolysis and reverse precipitation of
the metal salts.
The first approach includes water addition to the
alcohol solutions of metal and non-metal alkoxides
with the general formula M(OR)n (M = Si, Al, Ti, V,
Cr, W, Zr; R = CH3-, C2H5-, C3H7-, etc.). This pathway results in hydrolysis with further polycondensation at low temperatures according the following
reactions:

M(OR)n

H2 O  M(OR)n-1 (OH)

ROH,

(17)

M-OH M-OX  M-O-M XOH(X=H or M). (18)
As a result, hydroxilated M-OH groups and hydroxide monomers are formed; they manifest themselves as the active centers in the polycrystallization
reaction that likely occurs according to the
alkoxylation mechanism.
The reverse copresipitation approach in based
on particle precipitation from the solution by a third
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component. Usually, aqueous ammonia is used as
such a third component. The approach providing the
precipitation conditions optimization was reported
in [11], the authors of [12] proved the possibility of
the nanosized particles production. The obtained
gel is purified from undesirable additions and dried.
It is known that gel thermal treatment affect the size
and morphology of the final particles. Such approaches as drying under pressure and azeotropic
drying provide the opportunity to control particle
morphology and to decrease the average particle
size down to nanoscale region. Decreasing the average particle size, these drying procedures also
decrease the mechanical strength of agglomerates;
however, their use is associated with significant labor costs. Modern freeze-drying approach is less
studied. This method bases on water removal from
the gel due to its sublimation at low temperatures.
Freeze-drying provides an opportunity to control the
particle size and agglomerate structure; however, it
requires proper equipment.
Comparing the electroconductivity of YSZ
samples manufactured by conventional ceramic
method and synthesized by reverse co-precipitation approach, the authors of [13] conclude that the
conductivity of ceramics is similar for both production approaches at a same thermal treatment. On
the other hand, ceramics produced from the sol-gel
powders possesses lower density, this fact can be
considered as some additional possibility to increase
the conductivity of the ceramics produced by solgel approach. The increase in the calcination temperature results in the increase in the ceramic density of the samples synthesized by reverse co-precipitation approach; in turn, this increases its
electroconductivity, such an increase is impossible
in case of ceramics produced via conventional ceramic approach.
Authors of [14] demonstrated that, under certain conditions, nanocrystalline zirconia could inherit the structure of the initial amorphous xerogels,
this fact should be taken into account during the
synthesis of nanopowders with required structures.
This idea seems to be reasonable, however it is not
widely used for today.
Powder compactification method could also affect the ceramics conductivity, in addition, it also
affects on such important for electrochemical applications properties as ceramics density and its gas
permeability. Most electrochemical devices require
ceramics with maximal density and minimal porosity, thus, the increase in the final ceramics density
is the principal task. The conventional approach to
powders compactification is an isostatic pressing
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followed by calcination. In doing so, one can produce ceramics with the density up to 97-98% of
theoretical density calculated for the ideal ceramics [15-16]. Hot pressing is the perspective approach
providing the significant increase in zirconia and ceria
based ceramics density. This method was intensively studied in 1980th, the details on the technology could be found in [17], the results of its application are summarized in [18]. One should distinguish
usual hot pressing, i.e. simultaneous pressing in
two directions during the ceramics calcination from
hot isostatic pressing which considers the use of
incompact media (in particular, gases) for uniform
pressure application in all directions. Regretfully, the
works comparing the effect of compactification approach on the ceramics conductivity are practically
absent; the comparison of the results of different
authors is very difficult due to the impossibility to
control all pressing parameters. Let us briefly consider some of a few papers in this field. Masaki et
al. [16] compared the structure and mechanical properties of partly stabilized zirconia with yttria content from 1.5 to 5 mol.%. Here and further the composition is given in mole percent unless the other is
mentioned. Comparing such approaches as cold
isostatic pressing, conventional hot pressing, and
hot isostatic pressing, the authors demonstrated
that hot isostatic pressing results in the ceramics
density close to theoretical limit. At that, the increase in other mechanical properties is registered,
for example, the bending stress increases by onethird. To our regret, the data on electroconductivity
are not discussed, some conclusions could be done
using indirect data. One of the alternative pressing
approaches is the electric field application, paper
[19] compares ceramics electroconductivity in the
samples produced by hot pressing and electric field
application. It is concluded that the Arrhenius dependencies and the activation energies values are
quite similar for samples manufactured by both approaches. An interesting conclusion is done on the
effect of the use of micro- and nanosized precursors on the final ceramics density. The authors claim
that the ceramic density higher than 99% of theoretical limit can be obtained only at a final grain
size exceeding 1 m. The problems of dense
nanoceramics (ceramics with the nanosized grains)
production is mentioned in some other works, see
Section 7 below. Arguing with the above concept,
we can state that the application of modern
compactification approaches coupled with the increase in the thermal treatment temperature provides the possibility to produce dense ceramics with
the grain size close to nanosized.
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It is known that higher pressure application limits the face growth, for this reason such modern
methods as magnetic pulse pressing [20] and spark
plasma (HIP) pressing [21] are used to produce
dense nanosized ceramics.
The usual requirement for electrochemical devices based on solid oxides (primarily, fuel cells) is
the possibility of their exploitation at temperatures
higher that 800 o
C. Therefore, the careful study of
the further calcinations of the already
compactificated ceramics is necessary. It is known
that such additional heat treatment (at higher temperatures or at greater calcination durations) could
both increase and decrease electrical properties of
the ceramics. The most critical factor here is the
effect of calcination on the grain boundaries structure, this effect will be considered in detail below in
the section discussing the dependence of the conductivity on the electrolyte structure.

4. APPROAHES FOR
ELECTROCONDUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENTS
Let us briefly discuss the approaches for the solid
electrolytes conductivity measurements.
Obviously, the method of electroconductivity
measurements should provide an opportunity to
eliminate the effect of electrode resistance as well
as the effect of the electrode/electrolyte boundary
resistance. As an alternative, it should be possible
to subdivide the input of these resistances. Nowadays, two- or four-point measurements at a direct
current (DC), two- or four-point measurements at
alternating current (AC), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy are used. 3-point and multipoint measurements are also mentioned in literature [22], however, the application of these approaches in practice is very limited.
The idea of 2-point measurement is the voltage
application to a sample placed between two electrodes and the determination of the sample resistance. DC usage provides the measurements of the
conductivity due to the long distance ion migration
instead of the losses due to ion oscillations in coordination polyhedral. In addition, DC measurements
require simpler equipment. However, DC measurements need reverse electrodes compatible with the
solid electrolytes in the system under investigation.
When these conditions are not met, the problem of
electrode/electrolyte boundary polarization appears,
in this case, the boundary works as a capacitor.
Separation of the different sources inputs is impossible in 2-point DC measurements. However,
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there is the possibility to evaluate the input of interphase resistance measuring the resistance dependence on the electrolyte thickness with further calculations based on the assumptions that polarization resistance does not depend on the electrolyte
thickness. More often, 2-point AC measurements
at a certain frequency are used, the frequency is
selected regarding for ceramic structure and experimental conditions. These measurements are performed using the Wheatstone bridge, see the circuitry in [23]. In theory, AC measurements give the
opportunity to separate electronic and ionic conductivities and to obtain some more important information. However, the disadvantage of these measurements at a fixed frequency is the fact that the
equivalent electrical circuit of the cell is unknown
here, there is no assurance that the measured resistance R and capacity C will be equal to the real
resistance and capacity of the sample. Thus, the
preliminary study aiming in the frequency choice is
necessary.
Application of 4-point methods allows to eliminate the effect of electrodes and heterogeneous
boundary resistances, so, there is an opportunity
to overcome all disadvantages of 2-point approaches. 4-point measurements are usually performed in a DC regime due to simpler equipment
required; in addition, more accurate data could be
registered here. Some minimal current passes bee
hVV e
h t
T
fc
c
Ve
uV]
VTe
cUVdhYZ
]
Ve
YVg ]
e
RXVZ
d
VRdfc
VUSje
h t
Z Vc
uV]
VTe
cUVdHYVT aRc
Z
son of 2-point and 4-point measurements was reported in [24], it was shown that the Arrhenius curves
obtained in 4-point measurements look like more
reasonable. The disadvantage of the 4-point approach
is a high sensitivity to a sample shape. Another problem is the difficulty of the determining of the distance between the electrodes in case when the
extended electrodes are used instead of point ones,
however, some approaches give an opportunity to
perform 4-point measurements at different electrode
shapes.
4-point approach is an express method and it is
widely used to obtain the Arrhenius curves for different materials, but it is impossible to separate the
inputs of grains, grain boundaries, and electrodes
in a polycrystalline sample using this method. To
solve this problem, one should use the impedance
spectroscopy as an additional investigation procedure.
Impedance spectroscopy gives the detailed data
about the ceramics electroconductivity for the case
of solid electrolytes based on complex oxide systems. However, some disadvantages of this approach
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Fig. 1. Typical impedance plot for polycrystalline
ceramic.
should be mentioned. Impedance spectroscopy requires more complex and expensive equipment than
DC measurements. In addition, AC measurements
at a fixed frequency provide more rapid measurement results. The idea of the impedance spectroscopy method is the study of the system reaction on
the applied perturbing pulse, this pulse is sinusoidal and possesses low amplitude [25]. There are a
number of approaches for the measurements procedure, the following is the most frequently used.
AC of a fixed frequency is applied to a sample and
the amplitude and the phase shift or the real and
imaginary parts of the resulting current are measured. 2-point approach is used here. To describe
the electrochemical circuit behavior, the obtained
results are compared with those computed for the
physical model of the processes occurring in the
circuit designed from elementary units having the
same reaction on the perturbing pulse [26]. Electrochemical impedance is a vector value, the total
system impedance could be presented in the Cartesian coordinate system (Fig. 1) according the following equations.

Z

Z

jZ ,

Re Z

Z

Z cos 
,

Im Z

Z

Z sin 
.

(19)

Sometime, some characteristics connected with
the impedance are measured instead of the impedance itself, the most important among them are:
VAddmitance, which is reciprocal impedance.
Addmitance is also called a complex conductivity
similarly to conductivity that is a reciprocal resistivity. The combination of impedance and admittance
is immittance.

Y

Z

-1

Y

jY ,

(20)

VPermittivity, a characterization of the electric induction dependence on the electric field intensity.
  j .

Note that the accurate impedance measurements
require thorough elimination of the exterior responses
and well as accurate system linearity.
The first works performed in this field were [27]
and [28], the latter one considered the separation
of the location inputs. The study of solid electrolytes manufactured within different approaches
should be mentioned as an essential point of the
Baurle works [27]. The study of monocrystals allows to identify the correlation of grain and grain
boundary conductivities with the specific regions in
the locus plot, see the typical impedance locus and
equivalent circuit in Fig. 1 and typical equivalent circuit in Fig. 2

5. SHORT NAMES FOR SOLID
SOLUTIONS
The complete list of all solid solution components
along with its composition is rather cumbersome,
sometimes it hinders the information perception. To
avoid this problem, the short names system for solid
solutions based on zirconia and ceria was suggested, at present, it is in a general use. It provides
the exact description of the solid solution composition as well, as its structure. Generally, some abbreviations are used; let us consider them in part
dealing with zirconia modifications used in electrochemical devices.
Stabilized cubic solid solution is the most frequently used substance, it is marked as SZ (stabilized zirconia) with the indication of the stabilizing
element in front, e.g. YSZ syttrium stabilized zirconia. Abbreviation TZP (tetragonal zirconia polycrystals) is used to denote zirconia based solid
solutions in the tetragonal modification, the example
of such a system is 97ZrO2-3Y2O3 composition. The
third type of zirconia based ceramics applied in the
electrochemical devices is partly stabilized zirconia which contains cubic phase ZrO2 (c-ZrO2) with
tetragonal t-ZrO2 additions, it is denoted as PSZ.
The name of the doping element according to periodic table is placed before the abbreviation describing the zirconia structure. There is no necessity to
consider such a wide range of structure variations
for ceria based polycrystalline systems, the general abbreviation used here is DC (doped ceria). Note
that doping elements in this case are denoted us-

(21)

VThe reciprocal of the permittivity is an electric
module
M

1/  M

M .

(22)

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit for polycrystalline ceramic.
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Table 1. Short names used to denote zirconia and
ceria based systems.
Oxide system

Short name

ZrO2-Y2O3
(cubic modification)
ZrO2-Y2O3
(tetragonal modification)
ZrO2-Sc2O3
ZrO2-CaO
ZrO2-Yb2O3
CeO2-Sm2O3
CeO2-Gd2O3

YSZ
YTPZ

X

ScSZ
CaSZ
YbSZ
SDC
GDC

6. THE EFFECT OF SOLID
ELECTROLYTE COMPOSITION ON
ITS IONIC CONDUCTIVITY
=
ehRdBVcde
v
dZ
UVRe Raa]
jV]
VTe
c
Z
TR]
T UfTe
Z
g
Z
e
j
of zirconia-based materials in practice [29], the attempt to use 15YSZ composition for light bulbs production was performed. In the future, YSZ system
has become the basis of electrochemical devices
due to reasonable conductivity at high temperature,
easy sintering, and relatively low cost. It is well
known that maximal YSZ system ionic composition is obtained at minimal content of the doping
element necessary for system stabilization [30].
Note that such stabilization is the prerequisite providing ionic conductivity. 8% of the dopant was
shown to be such a minimal yttrium content in YSZ
system. The decrease in the ionic conductivity at
higher dopant concentrations is due to oxygen vacations and dopant ions association in some lowmobile complexes. The mechanism of such association can be written as [31]:
.

Vo  YZr Vo .

(23)

Note that nanoscaled YSZ under some specific
conditions could possess protonic conductivity (the
discussion on the application of the term
tR d
T
R]
VUuee
YV i
Z
UVd]
Z
Ud]
fe
Z dhZ
]
]
SVXZ
g
V
below). Basically, protonic conductivity manifests
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itself when YSZ material is placed into some wet
atmosphere [32], [33], the result is the significant
increase in the sample conductivity in contrast to
the values typical for non-hydrated samples. Indeed,
proton mobility exceeds the mobility of oxygen ions.
Guo et al. [34] suggested the following mechanism
for this type of conductivity:
.

H2 O Vo O O  2(OH)O ,

ing the first letter in their name (e.g., Y for yttrium)
instead of the complete element name, see
Table 1.
In order to specify the dopant content, the proper
numeral is added in front of the abbreviation (e.g.
8YSZ denoted 92%ZrO2-8%Y2O3 composition).
Table 1 lists the abbreviations widely used for zirconia and ceria based systems.

YZr
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At the same time, theoretical computations performed within Atomic Simulation approach [34]
showed that the proton transport mechanism is primarily associated with the grain boundary conductivity, while the input of the bulk conductivity is low.
This is due to the fact that the hydratation energy of
grain boundaries is significantly lower than that for
grains, for this reason, the proton concentration here
is high. This statement is partly proved by the data
on thermogravimetry of hydrated zirconia samples
and their grain boundary conductivities [33].
8YSZ and 10YSZ degradation at calcination is
described in [35]. XRD and neutron diffraction results for calcined samples were compared with those
for non-calcined ones in order to study this degradation. It was shown that the ionic conductivity nearly
halved after 700 hour calcination. At further calcination, this effect is not so significant. The authors of
[35] considers these ionic conductivity behavior as
being due to the changes in the vacancy structures
and variations in the ion nearest environment.
;]
UdTY Z
Ue
v
dc
f]
VZ
dfdfR]
]
jfdVUZ e
YVTRdV
of other dopant application. This rule states that the
complete isomorphism is possible only for the atoms with the radii difference lower than 10-15% [36].
It should be noted that the above statement is still
under discussion. The authors of [37] suggested
the alternative approach - to compare the cubic lattice parameter a of the base oxide with the same
parameter of the pseudo-cubic lattice of the doping
oxide.
For a long time, calcium oxide was used as a
basic dopant [38], it was widely used in 1970th.
However, stabilization into cubic fluorite-like structure using calcium oxide faces a number of problems. For this reason, nowadays ZrO2-CaO system
is used as a model system only [39] in order to test
new synthesis approaches; it is not used now in
the electrochemical devices. Similarly, the use of
magnesium oxide (MgO) is also ineffective [40] due
to the problematic stabilization into cubic fluoritelike structure with divalent alkali-earth cation.
As seen from Table 2, scandium oxide can be
considered as one of the effective dopants for zirco-
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Table 2. Ionic radii for some metal ions according
to Ahrens.
Oxide

Ionic radius of the metal ion, nm

ZrO2
HfO2
CeO2
CaO
MgO
Y2O3
Sc2O3
Yb2O3
In2O3
Sm2O3
Gd2O3
Al2O3
Er2O3
Nd2O3
Dy2O3

0.072
0.078
0.053
0.099
0.066
0.092
0.081
0.086
0.081
0.100
0.097
0.051
0.089
0.104
0.092

nia compositions. The conductivity of 8ScSz was
studied in [41]. It was shown that cubic structure in
ScSZ system is stabilized at dopant content of ~9%
[42], while well-ordered -phase Sc2Zr2O17 is formed
at a dopant content of 11-13%. Synthesis conditions as well as precursor and final ceramics treatment strongly affects phase composition in the system. The authors of [43] reported that the optimal
conductivity in the system is reached at ~ 9.3% of
Sc2O3. The hysteresis on the Arrhenius plot was
found for the solid solutions with the scandium oxide content higher than 10% at 500-600 o
C, it is
considered as being due to the b-phase transition
into the cubic phase. On the other hand, such a
transition does not produce significant changes in
the sample volume, [44] estimated this change as
less than 0.15%. So, one can conclude that this
phase transition does not lead to intensive ceramic
samples destruction, for this reason, cubic phase
stabilization is not necessary for the electrolyte
application in electrochemical devices.
It should be noted that the application of ZrO2Sc2O3 solid electrolytes is restricted by the significant degradation of the compositions with low dopant
concentration (< 9%) at long lasting calcination or
high temperature exploitation. But the high cost of
scandium oxide is a reason to use ZrO2-Sc2O3 solid
electrolytes with low scandium oxide content in
spite of the fact that these compositions are not
optimal regarding for their conductivity. There is no
common explanation of the above mentioned degradation mechanism, segregation of the doping oxide along with the cubic phase stabilization or the

well-ordered phase formation were considered as
such mechanisms . The problem of thermal degradation of ScSZ is discussed in detail in [44,45].
Summarizing the existing data, we can state that
the practical use of zirconia doped by scandium
oxide compositions with the dopant content less
than 9% is impossible.
ZrO2-Yb2O3 system does not have this disadvantage [45]. The optimal dopant content here is 8%.
The conductivity of 8YbSZ sample decreases by
0.1 S/cm after the 2000 hour calcination at 1000
o
C, while no conductivity change was registered for
10YbSZ composition even for 6000 hour calcination
at the same temperature. However, the industrial
use of YbSZ is limited due to the high cost of ytterbium oxide.
Indium oxide can be treated as a very perspective dopant since its ionic radius is quite similar to
that for scandium oxide (see Table 2). Some compositions of ZrO2-In2O3 system were investigated in
[46-47]. It was shown that this system is characterized by complex phase composition and a significant number of phase transitions. Cubic fluorite-like
solid solutions are formed at indium oxide content
in the range from 23.5 to 50%, tetragonal phase is
formed at lower dopant content. Maximal conductivity was registered for the composition with 25%
of the dopant, this composition is also characterized by maximal activation energy.
Pure ceria possesses fluorite-like structure.
Samarium and gadolinium oxides, Sm 2O3 and
Gd2O3, respectively, are usually used as the dopants
for ceria [48]. The ionic conductivity of ceria solid
electrolytes at a dopant content of 10% is 2 10-2
S/cm in case of samarium oxide and 5.4 10-2
S/cm for Gd2O3.
The general problem for ceria solid electrolyte
application is the partial reduction of Ce4+ to Ce3+
[11,30] in the reduction ambience. In particular, such
conditions are typical for the fuel cell anode, sometimes they are also possible at chemical sensors
exploitation. Such a transition gives rise to a number of problems due to the n-type electronic conductivity that negatively affects electrochemical devices. An addition, possible deviations from stoichiometry and lattice expansion could cause material
embrittlement and be a reason of sample destruction. The reaction of such transition following [49]
can be written as:
2 Ce Ce O O  Vo 2 O 2 (g)
X

2 Ce Ce .

(25)

According to [48], an increase in rare-earth element content facilitates Ce4+  Ce3+ transition.
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Fig. 3. Ionic conductivity of some binary oxide systems.
The application of yttrium oxide as a stabilizing
dopant for ceria is not widely used since the ionic
radii difference is rather high here (see Table 2).
Correlations between the electrolyte conductivity and
YDC ceramics composition are discussed in [50],
the maximal conductivity was registered for the
sample with 10% of yttria, it equals 4 10-3 S/cm at
500 o
C. Summary of Arhenious plots obtained for
different binary systems is represented in Fig. 3.
At present, triple systems attract increasing interest. Most studies consider YSZ system as a base
for such triple system, the point of study is the third
component addition. A lot of such dopants are the
perspective candidates for the solid electrolytes with
improved characteristics, metals usage providing
cermets instead of ceramics is very interesting here.
Generally, triple systems can be subdivided into two
groups: electrolytes based on solid solutions (the
case discussed above) and heterogeneous systems
that may also possess high ionic conductivity values. For this reason, triple systems compositions
providing solid solutions or heterogeneous phase
should be the point of essential interest.
Partial replacement of zirconia to hafnia is very
perspective. It is well known [55] that zirconia and
hafnia have similar structures. Hafnium is isovalent
with zirconium, so, hafnia addition to zirconia does
not increase the vacancy amount. Actually, hafnia
added to zirconia will become the basis of the lattice, i.e., will play the same role as zirconia.
Let us discuss zirconia-hafnia-yttria triple system in more detail. Like zirconia, pure hafnia exists

in three forms. Monoclinic form is stable in a wide
temperature range from room temperature up to
1800 o
C, at this temperature it turns into tetragonal
modification. The t  c transition occurs at temperatures between 2500 and 2700 o
7. Hafnia melting point is estimated as lying in the temperature
range from 2800 to 2850 o
7. Comparing these data
with zirconia characteristics, one can conclude that
hafnia is more stable to temperature than zirconia.
The overview of binary ZrO2-HfO2 [56] and HfO2-Y2O3
[57] systems is useful to understand changes in
triple ZrO2-HfO2-Y2O3 system structure. It was shown
that the cubic fluorite-like structure is stabilized only
at 20% of yttria in the binary HfO2-Y2O3 system [56].
It is also known, that the use of nanosized precursors is the only way to get cubic structure in binary
ZrO2-HfO2 system [58]. The conductivity of binary
HfO2-Y2O3, HfO2-Yb2O3, and HfO2-Sm2O3 systems
was investigated in [59]. Phase composition of triple
ZrO2-HfO2-Y2O3 system was considered in detail both
for zirconia and hafnia enriched regions [60], regretfully, the data are available for a limited set of temperatures. It should be noted that the stable cubic
structure was observed for 85%ZrO2-15%HfO2
sample doped by Y2O3. At 1300 o
C, the cubic structure was stable at yttria content from 7.5 to 45%,
while at 1600 o
C this range was from 8 to 39% of
Y2O3. The use of nanosized precursors for the synthesis of triple system with hafnia content from 5 to
15% and the effect of nanoscale powders on the
final ceramic structure was investigated in [61,62].
The conductivity of nanosized ceramics was mea-
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sured by the authors of [62]. Comparing the conductivity of binary YSZ electrolyte with the triple
system sample containing 5% of hafnia, the authors
of [62] showed that the ionic conductivity of triple
system sample at 1000 o
C is ~10-4 S/cm, this value
is two order of magnitude lower than that of pure
8YSZ at the same temperature. The higher is the
hafnia content in the triple system, the higher is the
ionic conductivity. Authors suggested monoclinic
hafnia film formation on the sample surface to be
the factor that prevents crystal growth and blocks
the ionic transport. In turn, an increase in hafnia
content is a reason of blocking effect weakening.
This assumption can be supported by the fact that
the conductivity of triple system sample with 20%
of hafnia is quite similar to that measured for 10YSZ
sample [63], i.e. the hafnia content increase eliminate the above discussed losses in conductivity. All
authors agreed that conductivity of solid solutions
with hafnia addition is less dependent from thermal
treatment history. Moreover, triple system has lower
electronic conductivity at low oxygen pressure (below 10-13 Pa) than binary YSZ samples; this characteristic is good for fuel cells and electrochemical
sensors.
Another oxide with a metal isovalent to zirconium in zirconia is titania (TiO2). Comparing to
hafnium, titania possesses low solubility in zirconia due to significant difference in crystal structure.
TiO2 has a rutile structure. Hardening of zirconia
based materials is considered as the most expected
effect of titania addition to zirconia and YSZ. Another expected effect is an increase in electronic
conductivity, that suggestion was confirmed in [6465] for YSZ with 5% addition of titania. Authors of
[66] investigated titania solubility mechanism in
12YSZ. It was shown that TiO2 addition up to 12%
leads to the lattice parameter a decrease; it is due
to the fact that titanium ions with ionic radii lower
than zirconium ones (see Table 2) replace zirconium ions in the crystal lattice according the reaction
TiO 2  TiZr

X

(26)

2 OO ,

instead of interstitial dissolution mechanism
TiO 2  TiZr

4+

2 O 2 (g)

4 e.

(27)

Further increase of titania content does not affect lattice parameter, therefore, second phase formation takes place.
Paper [67] discusses the investigation of phase transitions in 2YSZ system with titania addition (from 2
to 60%). Tetragonal and monoclinic solid solution

formation are reported at titania content up to 15%,
this formation leads to the ionic conductivity mechanism appearance. Mixed electronic and ionic conductivity are present in case of ZrTiO4 formation that
takes place at titania content from 40 to 50%.
Triple ZrO2-CeO2-Y2O3 system is also interesting [11]. The conductivity of this system has mixed
mechanism at 800 o
C and oxygen pressure range
from 1 to 10-18 atm. The value of the triple samples
conductivity is lower than that for YSZ samples [68].
Addition of 4 at.% and 10 at.% of Mn to YSZ
was investigated in [69] and [70], respectively. The
transport numbers of ~ 0.99 was reported for 4
at.%Mn ceramics in pO region from 10-15 to 105 Pa.
It was shown that ionic conductivity prevails at the
same oxygen partial pressures in case of 10 at.%Mn
samples; pO increase results in the conductivity
decrease.
ZnO can be also treated as a possible dopant to
YSZ . Addition of zinc oxide to YSZ matrix with the
dopant concentration from 0.5 to 10% was investigated in [71]. The samples were sintered at 1300
o
C for 2 hours. According to XRD data, cubic fluorite-like solid solutions were formed in all studied
samples. ZnO addition positively affects various zirconia properties. For example, the addition of 5%
of zinc oxide results in the ceramic density increase
up to 96% at cold pressing against 89% for undoped
system. Also it leads to significant decrease in grain
boundary conductivity that was confirmed by impedance measurements at 300 o
C. Probably, it is
due to oxide interaction with SiO2 impurities, see
next section for detail. Total conductivity of the ceramics also increases at a small dopant addition.
Maximal conductivity was observed at 0.5% of ZnO,
it equals 2.89 10-2 S/cm against 1.31 10-2 S/cm in
pure YSZ (data for 800 o
7). Authors explain this
increase as being due to an increase in the vacancy
amount, however, further ZnO addition leads to vacancy association.
Bi2O3 is known as a good ionic conductor, in order to combine the advantages of YSZ and Bi2O3,
authors of [72] synthesized ZrO2-Y2O3-Bi2O3 system
samples and studied their conductivity. 21YSZ was
chosen as a basic composition for Bi2O3-containing
compositions. Note that the above YSZ system
consideration indicates that this composition is not
very perspective for manufacturing of solid electrolytes with high ionic conductivity, the authors of [72]
are not explaining this choice. It is reported that
Bi2O3 addition of 1.5% provides system homogeneity. It should be mentioned that the sintering temperature for the samples of the discussed triple system was rather low (~1200 o
C), this is due to rela2
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tively low melting point of bismuth oxide. TEM analysis was performed to investigate grain boundaries,
it was shown that these boundaries are enriched by
bismuth oxide. Regretfully, the data on conductivity
of bismuth oxide containing YSZ reported in [72]
should be carefully checked since they are quite
similar to that obtained for binary 21YSZ, the agreement is up to three decimal places.
The use of heterogeneous systems instead of
solid solutions, i.e. the use of composite materials,
is another way to increase solid electrolytes conductivity. Within such approach, alumina is the most
common addition to YSZ. Solubility of Al2O3 in zirconia is fairly low. According to [73], alumina solubility in 8YSZ is about 0.5-0.8% depending on sintering condition. The effect of this addition is contradictory.
Authors of [73] report that alumina addition within
solubility limit increases the grain boundary resistance due to space-charge effect and decreases
this resistance at alumina content exceeding the
solubility limit due to the interaction with SiO2 impurities. Total conductivity slightly increases after
the addition of 1% of Al2O3 and then decreases due
to vacancies association.
Addition of small amount of other oxides to YSZ
and CGO is also perspective. Authors of [74] studied the effect of 1.5% Fe2O3 addition to YSZ and
CGO, paper [75] reports positive results of
0.5% Fe2O3 addition to CGO. It was stated that such
additions decrease electrolyte sintering temperature
and simplify their densification. In addition, grain
boundary resistance decreases, this effect is more
perceptible for samples containing some impurities.
Since the main impurity here is SiO2, this result
can be due to the change of wetting nature of SiO2
phase. The discussed system behavior is evidently
seen in case of CGO since the presence of relatively small amounts of Fe ions that possess smaller
size than those of cerium and gadolinium ions increases the ion transport.
Since the synthesis of multicomponent systems
is rather complicated, there are only few papers on
these objects. Zr0.88Sc0.1Ce0.01Y0.01O1.955 synthesized
by mechanochemical method is discussed in [76].
This compound has an orthorhombic structure; its
conductivity is lower than that of binary ScSZ by
the factor of 4. Authors explained this fact by incomplete stabilization of cubic phase and by impurities in raw materials. Addition of 50% of alumna to
ZrO2-HfO2-Y2O3 system is discussed in [63]. Two
phase system was obtained, it was reported as
being stable. The authors of [63] consider this composition as a perspective one for electrochemical
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sensors due to the fact that this system combines
favorable for electrochemical sensors Nernst dependence typical for ZrO2-HfO2-Y2O3 with high mechanical properties typical for alumina.
Synthesis of YSZ- and GDC-based composites
by solid state method is reported in [77], the extremely low components diffusion is mentioned.
Sintering at 1300 o
C for 3 days is necessary to provide a slight diffusion resulting in formation of CeO2
based cubic structure. Since the sintering procedure requires high temperature and long duration,
its practical application seems to be ineffective.

7. THE EFFECT OF
MICROSTRUCTURE ONE THE
IONIC CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID
ELECTROLYTES
Solid electrolytes are polycrystalline materials, for
this reason, material microstructure greatly affects
their properties. Since nanosized materials are the
point of essential interest today, the effect of the
grain size on the final ceramics properties is one of
the problems of current interest.
The brief review of the conductivity theory presented above is certainly correct for monocrystals
. The behavior of monocrystalline YSZ in a wide
range of yttria concentration (from 6 to 16%) can be
found in [78]. Analyzing the results of this work,
one can conclude that there is only one semicircle
on impedance curve in case of monocrystalline
sample (see Fig. 1 as an example of the impedance curve).
Solid oxide materials synthesized by one of the
methods described in Section 3 that are used in
real devices are usually polycrystalline materials
with different grain orientation. Internal structure of
polycrystalline solid electrolytes greatly affects their
transport properties. In the case of ceramics, one
can consider the conductivity as being due to grains
with the conductivity similar to that typical for monocrystals in the temperature range up to 700 o
C [79]
and due to grain boundaries. Generally, grain boundary ionic transport can proceed both faster than in
grain bulk as well as slower, sometimes, the typical values can be some orders of magnitude lower
than those for grain conductivity [80]. Thus, grain
boundary conductivity could be considered as a critical input to the total conductivity, this statement is
evident in case of the grain size decrease leading
to the increase in the grain boundary input in the
whole structure.
Paper [27] written in 1969 was one of the first
works discussing the structure influence on solid
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electrolyte conductivity. The comparison of monocrystalline and polycrystalline 10YSZ ceramics was
performed, the effect of SiO2 impurities in the
samples was taken into account. The authors of
[27] suggested an equivalent circuit for impedance
measurements. It was shown that monocryctals
have only one semicircle on the impedance curve.
Another early work on this point, [28], reported the
investigation of grain and grain boundary conductivity for CeO2-CaO system.
SiO2 is the main type of impurities concentrated
on the grain boundaries, so, it is assumed as a
main reason of the decrease in the grain boundary
conductivity. The source of silica can be raw materials or additions necessary in the sintering procedure. Sometimes, impurities are considered as an
individual phase, this impurity phase can have different properties depending on impurities composition, thermal treatment history, treatment method,
and other factors. It was shown in [81] that even
0.2% of SiO2 can decrease the grain boundary conductivity by the factor of 15. This statement was
done for zirconia based electrolytes, however, impurities affect ceria solid solutions in the same way
[82]. It is assumed that the decrease in the conductivity is due to thin silica film formation, this fact
was proved by TEM and HREM in [83-85]. The effect of silica and alumina content on the 3YTZP
impedance was investigated in [83]. It was reported
that the increase in SiO2 content leads to the conductivity decrease, however, system impedance in
independent from silica content at high SiO2 concentration. The authors consider that this effect is
due to the fact that maximal film thickness is
achieved here. The existence of single silica phase
coating all the grain boundaries was also suggested
in [81]. In this case, the conductivity, i.e., the ion
transport, should be carried out through this phase.
However, we should mention that the difference in
the grain and grain boundary activation energies is
very low [86], this fact contradicts the above speculations.
Basing on the structure investigation, the authors
of [87,88] suggested the existence of three types of
grain boundaries.
1) t
T]
VR uXc
RZ S f URc
Z
Vd Z
V Xc
RZ S f URc
Z
Vd
without impurity phase formation.
2) grain boundaries containing amorphous phase
enriched by impurities especially SiO2. The phases
are usually distributed at triple point, the grain boundary resistivity is significantly increased due to these
impurities.
3) Grain boundaries containing crystal oxide (e.g
impurities oxide) phase.
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At the same time, grain boundary conductivity
values in high-purity samples are at least an order
of magnitude lower than those registered for grain
conductivities [89]. Solute segregation from grains
to grain boundaries is the most common explanation for this. Yttria enrichment of grain boundaries
in YSZ samples was proved by XPS and AES [9091]. The effect of segregation was also confirmed
by molecular dynamic simulations [92]. It was suggested in [93] that the depletion in oxygen vacancies in the space-charged layers is the main reason of the resistivity increase. The above theoretical approach seems reasonable since the activation energies computed agree well with the experimental data [94].
It was shown in [95] that the mixed blocking
mechanism caused both by impurity phases and
by segregation is the most common case. According to this paper, the minimal Ca segregation in CaSZ
corresponds to a minimum in SiO2 impurity content.
Since the addition of small amounts of oxide
impurities can affect the grain boundary conductivity of solid electrolytes, it is reasonable to discuss
alumina and other metal oxides addition considered
in the previous section from this point of view. Generally, alumina doping negatively affects conductivity, the optimal alumina content here according to
[96] is 2%. Bismuth and iron oxides also decrease
the total conductivity [97].
High temperature ceramic sintering is another
factor affecting final ceramics conductivity. The effect of YSZ green body sintering at 1350 o
C on grain
and grain boundary conductivities was studied in
[98]. The increase in the sintering time from 1 hour
to 4 hours leads to ~3 times rise in the grain boundary conductivity, while the grain conductivity remains
unchanged. This is probably due to densification
and grain growth in ceramics. We should note that
impedance measurement was conducted only at
400 o
C, measurements in this temperature range
are most sensitive to the grain boundary blocking
effect. Ceramics with high SiO2 content is very sensitive to sintering conditions [99]. GDC grain boundary conductivity increases 4 times due to additional
annealing at 1350 o
C for 20 hours , various mechanisms can be considered to explain this fact. Most
likely, this process is due to segregation of impurities on the grain boundaries. Thermal pretreatment
of YSZ before sintering can purify it from silica due
to SiO2 nucleation on YSZ particles surface, [100],
the authors of the work report the positive effect of
20 hour pretreatment. High cooling speed after sintering [101] also positively affects the grain bound-
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ary conductivity, possibly, it is due to less silica
amounts extruded from the bulk to the grain boundary.
Let us briefly consider some mathematics necessary to describe the conductivity process. Full
determination of the whole process is rather complicated task, for this reason, some models are
usually used. Brick-layer model (BLM) proposed in
[102] and named after Burgraaf [103] is a standard
approach for microsized ceramics modeling. The
main advantages [104] of BLM are good correlation
of calculated structural and electrochemical parameters with the experimental data and the opportunity of unambiguous treatment of impedance curve
arcs allowing to calculate activation energy, resistance, and other parameters. Grains in this model
are roughly considered as cubic-shaped with the
edge length dg, they are divided by grain boundaries
with a thickness gb. For sample with the length L
and cross sectional area A, one will have
b

gb

L / ARb ,

(28)

L / ARgb ,

(29)

where Rb and Rgb are grain and grain boundary resistance obtained from impedance curve, respectively.
Specific grain boundary conductivity is very important too. It presents the conductivity of the grain
boundary region with a thickness of gb. The dependence of the specific grain boundary conductivity
on the total grain boundary conductivity is expressed
by the equation:
T
sp

gb

gb

dg

gb

.

(30)

Classic or so called S-BLM brick layer model
takes into account serial connection of grains only,
hence, some grains do not participate in the computation. SP-BLM [105] is the evolution of the theory
which considers both serial and parallel grain connections. Both theories are physically unrealistic in
the case of significant grain boundary area, particularly, in case of nanoceramics. The most strict verd
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considering 3D-enviroment of atoms, all grain sizes
can be described by this model. However, mathematical apparatus of the theory is significantly
complicated, the equation cannot be solved analytically here. So, single calculation requires a lot
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calculations. For this reason, we can state that
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nanosized solid electrolytes conductivity description requires its own models.

8. THE EFFECT OF THE GRAIN SIZE
ON CERAMIC CONDUCTIVITY.
NANOSIZES CERAMICS
The grain size in the ceramics greatly affects its
conductivity, primarily, it is due to the changes in
the role of grain boundary at the grain size decrease.
Note that there is no standard approach to grain
size estimation, different approaches can be found
in scientific literature. The most common procedure
is the estimation of the average grain size basing
on the results of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). However, sometimes crystallite size in case
of nanocrystalline precursor powders can be estimated from X-ray diffraction (XRD) data, as well as
from the sorption/desorption investigations using the
BET theory. Analyzing and comparing the data on
the ceramics grain size, one should be very careful
since in spite of the above data collected within different approaches are similar and show the same
behavior, they are not identical [106,107].
Comparing the effect of grain size on solid electrolytes conductivity, one can conclude that such
effects are different for micro- and nanosized electrolytes. Microsized electrolytes were well studied
in 1970th, see YSZ studies in [93,108]. It was shown
that the integral conductivity of solid electrolytes
decreases with the grain size decrease in the average grain size range from 20 to 0.2 m. At that, the
results of the impedance spectroscopy that provides
the opportunity to separate the inputs in this integral conductivity clearly indicate that the grain size
conductivity slightly increases during the grain size
decrease, while the grain boundary conductivity increases.
Solid electrolytes based on nanosized ceramics are nowadays considered as very perspective
materials [109-110]. Conventionally, ceramics with
the average grain size less than 100 nm is called
nanosized ceramics or nanoceramics [79]. The effect corresponding to the transition from micro to
nanosized particles is more complicated.
The authors of [111] investigated the oxygen
transport in nanosized dense YSZ using the isotope exchange method. This study was carried out
since the results of [92] demonstrate that the
amount of oxygen vacations in the grain boundary
core is higher than that in the bulk. Thus, one can
assume the acceleration of the oxygen ion transport in the grain boundary core along these grain
boundaries. At that, there was not found any signifi-
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cant increase in the oxygen diffusion along the grain
boundaries. Such acceleration was observed by the
authors of [111] only for the case of porosity or
microcracks presence. A lot of works, see, e.g.
[79,112,113], report the significant (~ one or even
two orders of magnitude) increase in the grain size
conductivity; this fact is usually explained by the
Shottky barrier model as being due to the increase
in the vacancies amount in the space charge layer.
Another explanation is the effect of the partial dopant
transition to the surface accompanied by the formation of the structure that is different from the bulk
one due to the small grain size. At that, the number
of the grain size barriers preventing ion transport
increases due to the increase in the grain boundary
surface.
Authors of [52] investigated the conductivity of
nanosized YSZ with the average grain size of ~ 10
nm with yttrium content in the range from 2 to 12
mol.%. It was shown that the maximal conductivity
was registered for tetragonal 3YSZ composition instead of cubic 8YSZ composition for microsized
samples. The same yttrium composition (3YSZ) is
characterized by the minimal activation energy value
of 1.12 eV. Note that phase transition from tetragonal to cubic modification takes place at further yttrium content increase from 3%, at that, the electrolyte conductivity decreases. However, the local
maximum of the cubic phase conductivity is still
observed at 8% of yttria. All the above effects are
considered in regarding for the grain boundary effect. High conductivity of nanosized 3TZP system
was shown in [86], the latter paper considers the
system using the Shottky barrier model. It is shown
that the integral grain boundaries conductivity here
is one order of magnitude higher than that in microcrystalline sample of the same composition.
[114] showed that the decrease in the grain size
of 3YSZ ceramics down to nanoscale gives an opportunity to decrease the grain boundary resistivity,
Y hVg
Vce
YZ
dUVTc
VRdVZ
dc
Re
YVc]h sRS fe V
order of magnitude in case of bulk nanoceramics.
Note that the conductivity of nanosized thin films
is lower than that of microsized thin films, the review [115] demonstrates that two orders of magnitude increase in total conductivity is possible.
The decrease in the grain size of the ceria-based
solid solutions leads to the increase in their electronic conductivity. For example the addition of rather
small amount of gadolinium oxide (~ 1.5 %, the average particle size of the composite is 7 nm) [116]
results in the two orders of magnitude increase in
the electronic conductivity. Authors assume that it
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is due to the fact that doping could not take place in
the grains due to their nanosize; all dopant is segregated into the grain boundaries. The plot of the
conductivity dependence on the oxygen partial pressure has a slope of -1/6 indicating n-type conductivity. Similar results were shown for individual ceria
low-doped by GDC (doping content of 0.2%), [117],
further increase in the electronic conductivity with
the grain size decrease is reported. At a high dopant
content (26%), the conductivity dependence is similar to that obtained for microcrystalline samples
[116].
The application of the brick model for nanosized
ceramics is impossible [104], primarily due to significant increase of the grain boundary conductivity
input that is parallel to current. So, some new approach is necessary to describe the grain conductivity and to consider the results of the impedance
measurements. Authors of [112,113,118] suggested
so-called n-GCM (nanograin composite model) for
ceria and zirconia based systems, this model is
based on Maxwell-Wagner/Hashin-Shtrinkman effective medium model. Authors of n-GCM state that
the attempt to consider the shape of the grain is the
significant modification of the above model. The
suggested approach provides the opportunity to
compute the electrolyte conductivity along with the
permittivities of the grains and grain boundaries.
However, there are a number of limitations in the nGCM model: grain size should be within 10-100 nm,
grain/grain boundary structure is considered as twophase system, at that, each phase is assumed as
being homogeneous and isotropic.
The peculiarities in the nanosized ceria conductivity are discussed in [117] both for pure and doped
dR a]
Vd 5 R]
e
VcRe
Z
gV daRTVTYmc
XV A e
e
Schottky type) model suggested in [119] is applied
here to describe the changes in conductivity behavior during the transition to nanosized grains. This
model is based on BLM approach, at that, grain
boundaries are subdivided into interfacial core and
space charge layer. The charge profile in this layer
is described using Mott-Schottky model. The space
charge is positive in case of ceria. Using this approach, the authors of [117] considered the shape
of impedance dependence plot and to explain the
significant increase of the electronic conductivity of
ceria through the grain boundaries and its integral
increase. Note that the number of factors that should
be taken into account significantly increases when
the average crystallite size is less than Debye wavelength.
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9. THE EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE ON
CERAMICS STRENGTH
In addition to electrochemical properties of solid
electrolytes, the mechanical strength of the ceramics should be accounted for at their application in
electrochemical devices. This strength is especially
important for the fuel cell anodes manufactured from
zirconia based ceramics, because such anodes are
widely used as a supporting unit for the whole fuel
cell [120], this statement is also valid for the case
of electrochemical sensors [121]. Complex approach
is required to provide the proper value of the ceramics mechanical strength. Factors affecting the mechanical strength of the materials and, in particular,
zirconia based ceramics, are considered in [122124]. Note that the mechanical strength of zirconia
based ceramics is much better studied that ceria
based ceramics strength. This is due to the fact
that ZrO2-based compositions are widely used as
barrier coatings, refractory materials, and implants
in dentistry and traumatology. As was mentioned
above, nanosized ceramics, including bulk
nanosized ceramics, is a point of essential interest
for modern applications. For this reason, the effect
of the grain size on the mechanical strength of the
ceramics will be considered in this section, this
consideration will be an important addition to the
above given review of the grain size effect of the
solid electrolytes conductivity.
There are a lot of zirconia based ceramics compositions possessing high mechanical strength. A
number of tetragonal (TZP) modification compositions, cubic ones (SZ), and cubic with some tetragonal additions into the ceramic matrix compositions of the standard ZrO2 sM2O3 system are characterized by rather high mechanical strength. It
should be also mentioned that ziconia is sometimes
used as an addition increasing the mechanical
strength of the wide range of oxide ceramics. However, high mechanical strength coupled with high
ionic conductively is typical for 8YSZ and 3YTZP
compositions only, see the previous Section.
The dependence of the solid electrolyte mechanical strength on the grains size was registered and
averaged in [125] for tetragonal zirconia low-doped
by yttria. The existence of some critical grain size
(300 nm in case of discussed system) is stated.
The significant decrease in the ceramics strength
takes place at the grain size higher than this critical value, authors of [125] consider this decrease
as being due to significant increase in the content
of monoclinic phase and the decrease in matrix
ability to withstand destruction of the matrix con-
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taining metastable tetragonal modification. At the
same time, fracture toughness of YTZP with yttria
content from 2 to 5% is independent from the grain
size [126] for all compactification approaches.
Authors of [127-128] performed the experimental study of 8YSZ, 9CeSZ, and some triple Y2O3CeO2-ZrO2 system compositions at 1000 o
C. Note
that authors are discussing the size of initial agglomerates instead of the grain size, so, it is rather
difficult to compare their results with reported in other
works. The significant increase in the ceramics
mechanical strength is reported for the investigated
compositions at the agglomerate size lower than 1
m. Generally, strength dependence agree with the
above mentioned results obtained for metastable
tetragonal zirconia modification, however, the results
reported in [127-128] cannot be explained by similar mechanisms. The strength of 8YSZ composition is shown to be higher than that for triple system samples (~450 and ~350 MPa, respectively)
for the samples with the average agglomerate size
~ 100 nm. CeSZ shows some extremum on the
strength vs agglomerate size dependence with a
maximum value corresponding to 100 nm. This
maximum can be explained by the change in the
cerium ion valence proved by ESCA analysis, probably it is due to the increasing cerium reduction
resulting from the increase in the grain surface area.
The strength of ceria doped solid solutions is reported to be higher than that for yttria doped
samples.
There is some gap in the data on the ceria based
ceramics mechanical strength, it is mainly due to
its lower strength causing impossibility of wide application in devices and as implants. For example,
SDC bending strength is 4.5 times lower than that
of YSZ ceramics [129]. However, [130] reported that
fracture toughness of 20GDC is quite independent
from the grain size, it was measured as ~ 1.5
MPa m1/2 for the grain sizes ranging from 0.5 to 9.5
mm. The addition of CoO as a sintering agent also
does not lead to some strength vs grain size dependence [131].
It should be also noted that there are a lot problems dealing with dense ceramics manufacturing
from nanosized precursor powders, these problems
also negatively affect ceramic density [132]. Higher
pressure should be applied here, an alternative is
hot isostatic pressing. For this reason, the cost of
ceramics synthesized using nanosized precursor
powders is rather high. Authors of [133] suggested
to increase the calcination temperature, however,
this complicates the treatment process, in addition,
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such a temperature increase may cause grain enlargement and change the ceramics structure.
Summarizing the above consideration, we can
state that the decrease in the grain size could result in the ceramics strength increase, however, the
use of nanoparticles is complicated and causes
some problems at ceramics calcination and treatment, high density could be obtained by using specialized compactification approaches. In addition,
the cost of nanoparticle synthesis is higher than
the standard ceramic powders production. So, some
compromise decisions are necessary to couple the
advantages of nanoparticles use with labor/cost effectiveness.

10. CONCLUSIONS
1. Zirconia and ceria based solid solutions could
possess high ionic conductivity due to doping
mechanism, at that, the input of electronic conductivity is negligible.
2. Approaches used for the precursor powders preparation and ceramics densification procedures greatly
affect solid oxide electrolytes structure and transport properties.
3. The use of solid solutions based on triple systems with hafnium, titanium, and some other metal
oxide additions provides an opportunity to increase
the range of temperature and mechanical stability
of the electrochemical devices widening the range
of their application.
4. The decrease of the grain size down to nanoscale
region could result in the significant decrease in the
grain boundary resistivity, however, the integral ceramics conductivity also decreases.
5. The behavior of the ceramics conductivity with
the microsized grains could be described using BLM
approach, while the nanosized ceramics description requires new approaches, n-GCM model could
be used for this task.
6. n-type electronic conductivity prevails over ionic
conductivity occurring via doping mechanism in pure
and low-doped ceria.
7. The decrease in the grain size results in the increase in the mechanical strength of zirconia based
ceramics, however, its manufacturing becomes more
complicated.
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